Product Guide

Ultra-Grip® Snap Blade Knives and Refills
ELR-13210, ELR-13222
ELR-13211, ELR-13223

⚠️ WARNING
▲ CONTAINS FUNCTIONAL SHARP EDGES.
Use care when cutting tools are in use & when removing or changing blades.
Handle dull, non-cutting edges only.
Retract blades when not in use or storing.

Suggested Use:
• Warehouse/shipping
• Home maintenance, carpet, sod, etc
• Crafting, art

Maintenance & Care:
• Check for loose or dull blades and replace following the instructions.
• Always use care when handling blades to prevent injury.
• Clean by wiping with clean soft cloth. Use white vinegar to remove glue residue.

Warranty
1 Year limited warranty against defects.
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3.25”
ELR-13223
Mini Refills
Instructions for replacing cartridges:
1. Remove the cap from the base of the handle.
2. Remove used set of blades by sliding the retractor button down toward base of handle.
3. Keep plastic retractor button and discard blade.
4. From the interior compartment, remove plastic holder with extra sets of blades.
5. Carefully remove one set of blades from the plastic holder and position the hole on the blades, over the raised button on the retractor—be sure that the sharp edge of the blade is on the left.
6. At the base of the knife, insert the new set of blades into the protective metal sleeve until it clicks into place.
7. Replace cap at the base of the handle.

CAUTION:
SAFETY GLASSES ARE RECOMMENDED WHEN SNAPING OFF BLADE EDGES.

Instructions for replacing blades:
1. Remove the cap from the base of the handle.
2. The used blade should extend forward past the protective metal sleeve.
3. Hold knife so CuttingEdge® logo is visible. In other hand hold cap with thumb in thumb depression.
4. Insert used blade edge into the small slot in the top of the cap.
5. Apply strong downward pressure until used blade snaps off and discard.